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From: Peter Marykuca [peterm@rainyday.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2007 7:29 AM
To: Johnson, Cathy (CON)
Subject: Health Care and Hog Barns !
April 16,2007
Open Letter
To whom it may concern
Recently reading in the Winnipeg Free Press, Mr. Craig Sangster wrote of poor air quality reports in
St. Boniface and Transcona. Mr. Karl Kynock boasts and gives specific statistics about population
growth in areas where millions of pigs are raised. Yet shows no concerns about the stench in the air,
that young children and grownups are exposed to and continuously breathing.
He expects that the CEC interim report will be really positive for the hog industry ! How can he expect
the CEC do so, considering that under oath I gave this statement, to the CEC Hog Review Panel at
their Arborg meeting on March 8, 2007 " Risks of animal confinements are known ( Des Moines
Register ) 12-7-06 " " Asthma rates in children " " But, we seem to live in a state where even though
we know it is immoral to poison our children, it is not illegal. " Along with a written copy that went into
more details that was posted on the internet. For those of you who care to know more you can click on
this site http://www.oneota.net/~watsoncampaign/agriculture.htm . I'm am not going to ask the
Manitoba Pork Council for it's opinion, rather I will be sending this letter to our provincial Heath
Minister, Ms.Theresa Oswald and others who may care too know. So Ms. Oswald where does the
Hog Industry in Manitoba relate to when it comes to the Medical Clinic ? Are all workers in contact with
this environment regularly tested by Manitoba Health and Safety ? Ms. Oswald can you produce any
scientific studies that disputes any negative Health claims ? Have any negative health studies
ever been done in Manitoba that concern the Corporate Hog Barn Industry, that encompasses this
sensitive topic of Psychological, Social and Public Health. ? In the long run what could it
be costing taxpayers ? Here are some statistics that were included and given to the CEC Hog Review
Committee, "Proximity of children to confinements" studies done since 2004 show even more
alarming results. Iowa's overall rate of asthma is about 6.7%. To generalize, it has been found
that if a rural school has a confinement within 10 miles, 11.7% of the children have asthma twice the state rate. If a confinement is ½ mile away from a school, 24.6% of children have
asthma - four times the state rate. And if you are a kid unlucky enough to live on a farm with a
confinement, there is a 55.8% chance you will have asthma - nine times the state rate." I'm
positive that everyone will agree that Health clean Water and Air trumps all other statistics of any kind.
All the time! Lets not forget why legal actions were launched against the Tobacco Industry and recently
the possibility of some Pet Foods Manufactures could end up with class action lawsuit as well, all
because Health was put at risk.
Respectfully
Peter Marykuca
Box 167
Arborg MB
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Phone 204 376 2100

From: "Peter Marykuca" <peterm@rainyday.ca>
To: "Joe Leschyshyn" <joethecrow00@hotmail.com>,"Peter Marykuca" <peterm@rainyday.ca>
Subject: Health and Hog Barns !
Date: Mon, 16 Apr 2007 08:56:57 -0500

April 16,2007
Letters to The Editor
Winnipeg Free Press
Open Letter
To whom it may concern
Recently reading in the Winnipeg Free Press, Mr. Craig Sangster wrote of poor air quality reports in
St. Boniface and Transcona. Mr. Karl Kynock boasts and gives specific statistics about population
growth in areas where millions of pigs are raised. Yet showes no concerns about the toxic stench in
the air, that young children and grownups are breathing. He expects that the CEC interim report will
be really positive for the hog industry ! How can he expect the CEC do so, considering that under
oath I gave this statement, to the CEC Hog Review Panel at their Arborg meeting on March 8,
2007 " Risks of animal confinements are known ( Des Moines Register ) 12-7-06 " " Asthma rates
in children " " But, we seem to live in a state where even though we know it is immoral to poison our
children, it is not illegal. " Alond with a written copy that went into more details that was posted on the
internet. For those of you who care to know more you can click on this site http://www.oneota.net/
~watsoncampaign/agriculture.htm . I'm am not going to ask the Manitoba Pork Council for it's
opinion, rather I will be sending this exact letter to our provincial Heath Minister, Ms.Theresa
Oswald and others who may care too know. So Ms. Oswald where does the Hog Industry in
Manitoba relate to when it comes to the Medical Clinic ? Are all workers in contact with
this environment regularly tested by Manitoba Health and Saftey ? Ms. Oswald can you produce any
scientific studies that disputes any negative Health claims ? Have any negative health studies
ever been done in Manitoba that concern the Corporate Hog Barn Industry, that encompasses this
sensitive topic of Psychological, Social and Public Health. ? In the long run what could it
be costing taxpayers ? Here are some statistics that were included and given to the CEC Hog
Review Committee, "Proximity of children to confinements" studies done since 2004 show
even more alarming results. Iowa's overall rate of asthma is about 6.7%. To generalize, it has
been found that if a rural school has a confinement within 10 miles, 11.7% of the children
have asthma - twice the state rate. If a confinement is ½ mile away from a school, 24.6% of
children have asthma - four times the state rate. And if you are a kid unlucky enough to live
on a farm with a confinement, there is a 55.8% chance you will have asthma - nine times the
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state rate." I'm positive that everyone will agree that Health clean Water and Air trumps all other
statistics of any kind. All the time! Lets not forget why legal actions were launched against the
Tobacco Industry and recently the possibility of some Pet Foods Manufactures could end up with
class action lawsuit as well, all because Health was put at risk.
Respectfully
Peter Marykuca
Box 167
Arborg MB
Phone 204 376 2100
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